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On February 20, 2011, Trevor Bayne stormed onto the front page of the sports world 
becoming the youngest winner in the history of the famed Daytona 500. In the process 
he pulled off one of the biggest upsets in sports history. Just one day after his 20th 
birthday, Bayne took the checkered flag in the “Super Bowl” of motorsports, vaulting 
him into the national spotlight and to the forefront of the NASCAR scene. Long before 
seeing success at this level, Bayne began honing his skills in go karts at the age of 5. 
At age 12, with many victories and championships under his belt, he began moving 
quickly through the racing ranks. While progressing from the Allison Legacy Series to 
USAR Pro Cup to K&N East, at age 15 Trevor signed his first major contract with Dale 
Earnhardt’s famed team and made the move from Knoxville, TN, to Charlotte, NC. 
 
While racing in the Xfinity series during the 2010 season, he made the switch from 
Diamond Waltrip Racing to Roush Fenway Racing. This move also gave Trevor the 
opportunity drive for the Wood Brothers and get valuable cup experience. Over the 
next 8 years, Trevor and Roush Fenway Racing picked up two wins in the NASCAR 
Xfinity Series and 13 top 10 finishes in the Monster Energy Cup series. In total Trevor 
posted 73 top 10 finishes in the Xfinity series and 16 top 10 finishes in the Cup series. 
 
It can be easy to glorify God when things are going good, but highs and lows are 
inevitable in the sports world. In 2018, with performance not meeting expectations of 
either party, Roush Fenway Racing made the decision to put another driver in the car 
to evaluate the issues. Being sidelined and watching someone else on track was not 
easy, but this wasn’t the first time Trevor had been through adversity. In 2011, Bayne 
was hospitalized for double vision and spent five weeks battling the health scare. He 
was not able to race for the duration of that time. Although it was difficult, it taught 
Trevor what it meant to trust God no matter what the circumstances looked like.  
 
After prayerfully seeking direction for the 2019 season, it was clear that it was time for 
the Bayne family to step away from the racing world. While it was tough for Trevor to 
be removed from something he had done for as long as he could remember, He knew 
that trophies make terrible gods. They will rust and fade away but God’s kingdom is 
eternal.  
 
Trevor has a beautiful family with his wife Ashton. They have a daughter, Ellie, and a 
son, Levi. Together they strive to honor Jesus in all that they do. Trevor knows that he 
has a great opportunity to share the Gospel and how God can be your source of 
contentment no matter what circumstance you are in the midst of. 


